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Abstract 

A consistently expanding number of applicants taking admission into different Engineering 

courses in India are bringing about unemploybility after the completing their course due 

to lack of soft skills. This issue is in fact a serious and critical issue today. Throughout the 

technical course, one learns and specializes in a particular branch of engineering 

theoretically and practically. However, just technical skill attainment is not enough to be 

employed. To have a successful engineering profession it takes significantly something 

other than specialized aptitude. One can be an in fact splendid technical designer; 

however need capacity in essential zones like correspondence, time administration and the 

sky is the limit from there. At times, these delicate aptitudes may even be more useful than 

what you realized in the classroom. This paper emphasizes on the basic necessity of 

incorporating soft skills in technical curriculum, reasons for the lack of these delicate 

abilities and the teaching methods to the Indian Engineering Graduates. 
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1. Introduction: Soft skills are essential to every individual  for both personally and 

professionally development. It's a power to communicate an idea visually, ability to have a 

balanced point-of-view on key upshot and ability to convert ideas to best results. It is not a 

subject to be learned as a one semester course. It is a continuous practice. This concept of 

soft skills is not just  limited to plain communication skills but also includes aspects of  

people skills. They can open up new open doors for you in your profession and position 

you as a solid, astute pioneer who your collaborators can rely upon. Delicate aptitudes are 

urgent in light of the fact that they're hard to instruct by the employers. They would likely 

think that its more hard to prepare a worker on the most proficient method to determine 

clashes in a short span of time. 

 

Ms.Angela Froistad, an assistant director at the College of Science and Engineering at the 

University of Minnesota, says soft skills are crucial because they‟re difficult to 

teach:“Many employers can train an employee on a computer program or laboratory skill 

in a relatively short amount of time, but they would likely find it more difficult to train an 
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employee on how to resolve conflicts or be an effective member of a team. Soft skills are 

not developed overnight.”  

2. Definition: Past specialized achievement, experience and perception, what increase the 

value to take them to an association is delicate aptitudes. Expanding plausibility of 

associations with worldwide companions, clients, virtual groups and multifaceted talks 

makes obligatory to the businesses to pay fine-tuned mind to adjust, cleaned workforce. 

Being sold in expository inclination, quantitative aptitude and data gathering capacity is 

sufficient to bring a job. In expansion to the other, one needs key considering,strategic 

thinking, composed and oral relational abilities, authority aptitudes, and versatility. 

 

Dr. Pallab Bandyopadhyay, director-HR, Citrix India, explains: “In the broader context, 

soft skills would also include negotiation, decision making, reasoning and problem 

solving, and conflict-resolution skills required in today‟s work environment.” “Technical 

skills may take you to the doorstep but it is your soft skills that will open up the door for 

you,” believes Dr Pallab. 

 

Mr. Sudhanshu Pandit, director-HR, Symantec India adds saying “While technical 

professionals are often selected and trained based on measurable talents and skills such as 

knowledge of the OS or software programming skills—which are prerequisites to starting 

a career in engineering and technology—intangible skills such as language proficiency, 

ability to work with global teams and positive attitude often count in making their career a 

rewarding one. These intangible skills are classified as soft-skills.”  

 

3. Pre-requisite of Global Sector: 

Every industry today is looking for a different blend of skills and experience. It is not 

enough just sufficient to be a subject matter expert, but ability to communicate effectively 

in a global language is an integral part of soft skills. 

 

Mr.Surinder Bhagat, country HR head, Freescale Semiconductor, India, says, “Soft skills 

can also refer to a set of skills that determine how one interacts with others in a way that 

the company as such gets represented well. These skills are applicable to all internal as 

well as external forums where employees are making key interactions.” 

 

As per a current report of the organizational employability evaluation of Aspiring Minds, 

56% for every penny building graduates in India need delicate aptitudes, cognitive skills, 

soft skills and psychological abilities. The non-specialized parts of their engineering 

course, for example, correspondences, temperament, connections, disposition, passionate 

knowledge, emotional intelligence and hazard administration have an effect on their 

progress and disappointment. Comprehension and adaptability in the workplace are 
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similarly as essential as landing the position itself. Work team culture is the most under-

appreciated soft skill. 

 

Global sectors are primarily in questing upon English language communication skills, 

Corporate culture skills, Professional skills, proactive skills, problem solving skills, 

emotional skills and stress management skills. Considering the global demand it is 

absolutely essential to impart multi skill in an integrated manner. 

 

4. Data Analysis: 

A study directed on sprouting Engineering understudies in Hyderabad concocting diverse 

foundation and regions gave us a data for the absence of Soft abilities capacity in them. 

20% of them who originate from remote places around of Hyderabad city have no 

mindfulness about the significance of delicate abilities as they are from nearby medium 

schools. About 60% of understudies from various schools in and around Hyderabad appear 

to have no great chance to learn great English dialect and relational abilities because of 

lacking of preparing aids and mentors. It‟s exclusive around 20% of understudies who can 

talk a decent dialect and impart and still they slack with viable method for correspondence 

and relational skills. These 20% are the achievers of profession accomplishment as their 

hard skill additionally contribute for their prosperity. 

 

5.  Imparting Soft Skills Training to Students:  

The proper teaching and training methods will motivate students to acquire the soft skills 

they require in the realm of work. It is essential to arouse interest among the students and 

utilize assorted strategies to involve the students in the training process and add joy in the 

learning process. First, it is essential to demonstrate the advantages of preparing 

techniques and stimulate enthusiasm among them. The faculty must concentrate on team 

exercises as well as on an individual‟s ability to read, think, practice and apply the 

information. Toward the end of the every session it is important to take criticism and also 

to give input to the students to quantify the takeaways of preparing show the benefits of 

training methods and; to encourage students to become During training it is essential to 

appreciate that students will have different capabilities, personality profiles and styles and 

different paces of learning. Hence, At the end of the each session, it is necessary to take 

feedback as well as to provide feedback to the students to measure the takeaways of 

training. The workforce must on group exercises as well as on a person's capacity to 

peruse, think, practice and apply the information. 

 

 

Most Indian engineering institutions do not have enough soft-skills trainers to impart 

training to the understudies. The institutions manage with the existing faculty from English 
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department to impart soft-skills training. Some are basically not knowledgeable in delicate 

abilities as they can't show them. Qualified specialists ought to be associated accordingly 

for training soft aptitudes to the English faculty and to any other technical staff who have 

to train the students. 

 

Training and Placement Officers (TPOs) are an essential connection between the institutes 

and industry. They are one who bridges the gap between campus realities and industry 

desires. And the reality is that much of the training students receive on campus does not 

prepare them well for the world of work, either because the training is irrelevant to 

working life or simply outdated .TPOs ought to make sure that industry and the scholarly 

community (academia) meet frequently and become acquainted with each other's 

perspectives, methodologies and requirements. They should facilitate regular soft-skills 

training to the students and also faculty who, in turn, could help to provide it to the 

students.  

 

Conclusion: 

Ultimately only the students who are well equipped with the right composite of hard and 

soft skills will perform better in the job interview and bag career success or start their own 

businesses. Most importantly, soft skill abilities preparing must be made mandatory and 

given equivalent significance with other core subjects to guarantee that students consider 

the importance of these delicate aptitudes and lead a happy life. 
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